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Give us a beach setting where we can stroll 
by day or evening with cafes, shops and bars.  
If it’s hot the beach is great by itself but you 
need something for the other days when the 
weather’s not so good.

Public Engagement

“

”
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Branksome Dene Beach 

Location of beaches considered in the Sustaining Poole’s Seafront SPD
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Branksome Dene Beach: The 
Watersports Beach. A potential hub 
for water sports and land-based 
recreational activities. There is 
potential for a landmark building for 
the activities hub, together with an 
expansion of supporting facilities 
such as cycle stands, changing rooms, 
toilets, seating and lighting.  

Any change would require woodland 
management and there could 
be scope for a tree top adverture 
experience or other leisure activities. 

A new building for community/
leisure/beach facilities could be 
provided. Space for additional new 
beach huts / chalets exists provided 
the watersports activities area is not 
compromised. 

Branksome Beach: A Window on the 
Beaches. A magnificent but secluded 
location that features the Branksome 
Chine Solarium and the Beach Station 
which are locally listed buildings and 
within the Branksome Park & Chine 
Gardens Conservation Area.  There is 
potential along the beach-front and 
adjacent to the car park to expand 
retail offerings and beach huts, as 
well as the possibility of a ‘sky cafe’ at 
the end of Pinecliff Road. 

Flaghead Beach: Hut Life. A peaceful 
area where beach huts predominate.  
The beach has the potential to 
develop additional beach huts and 
a children’s play area, having regard 
to the Site of Nature Conservation 
Interest (SNCI).  

Canford Cliffs Beach: The Village 
Beach. The delightful and historic 
wooded chine leads down to the 
beach where there is room to provide 
more beach huts, and improve the 
food and drink outlets and toilet 
facilities at promenade level.  

Sandbanks Beach: The Best Beach 
in Britain. A location rich in character 
and conservation value.  The 
Sandbanks Pavilion has been the 
historic centre-piece of this venue 
but potential exists for new beach 
huts and expanded car parking in 
a decked construction.  At the back 
of the site opposite the Banks Road 
shops and cafes, there is opportunity 
to expand the number and divesity 
of retail offerings. The area of 
developable land is limited but a 
facility capable of accommodating 
events could create a focus for 
Sandbanks.  

Shore Road: The Families Beach. The 
beach is just off the road and has an 
urban feel. The potential here is for 
a landmark building or ‘hub’ where 
the approach road meets the beach.  
Retailers cluster here and people 
congregate to eat, drink and relax.  

1.0 Summary of the Proposals
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Whatever detailed proposals do come 
forward must be in accordance with 
the overall framework, be carefully 
considered, appropriately designed 
and clearly communicated. Updating 
and adding to the facilities available is 
possible without harming the existing 
qualities of the seafront whilst 
helping to create a self-sustaining 
beach environment.

Extensive public engagement has 
helped to shape the content of this 
SPD.  This document represents the 
input and creativity of a substantial 
number of people including the 
residents of Poole, their Councillors, 
their Council officers, local and 
regional stakeholders, and the 
original consultant team. 

The beach seafront requires 
substantial investment to alleviate 
the current failing infrastructure 
and support potential development 
opportunities that are needed to 
enhance the whole area for all users. 

With constraints on public sector 
funding, the Council has to work with 
its partners and the community to 
deliver improvements in different 
ways that are less reliant on Council 
funding.

Therefore it is vital that we encourage 
private investors to the area with an 
overarching planning framework of 
what the community of Poole would 
like to see both for locals and visitors 
alike.  

By producing this document the 
Council is taking steps to maintain 
and enhance the quality and appeal 
of the beach seafront for future 
generations, whilst protecting the 
area from insensitive developments.

The seafront helps to define the 
character of Poole, providing a 
magnificent backdrop to Poole Bay 
and in part is responsible for the 
£200m annual tourism expenditure 
in Poole. 

The seafront is used year round 
by various individuals or groups 
and experiences huge variations in 
visitor numbers (depending on the 
weather conditions, school holidays, 
and the week day / time of day). 
Providing facilities, and especially  
commercial enterprises, in the 
context of this variability is one of the 
most significant challenges for the 
Framework.

As an important tourism draw, the 
seafront can receive over 200,000 
visitors on the busiest summer day.  

The Sustaining Poole’s Seafront 
Supplementary Planning           
Document (SPD) provides:

•	 A 25 year flexible framework;

•	 A strategic town planning 
context;

•	 An overall structure for 
understanding and developing 
the seafront; and 

•	 A series of implementable 
projects, at various scales, 
catering to different markets.

It responds to the 3 aims :

1. Conserve the beautiful natural      
environment;

2. Improve the range of facilities to 
encourage visitors all year round; 
and 

3. Invest in the ageing infrastructure 
such as drainage and toilets, to 
preserve core services

2.0 Introduction
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Access Strategy

Most people visiting the seafront do 
so by car and on a sunny day in the 
school holidays, long queues can 
form, especially at Sandbanks.

Whilst the SPD aims to promote 
alternative modes of transport to 
the car such as buses, cycling and 
potentially water buses, it accepts 
that car travel will still remain as the 
popular mode of travel so there will 
be no net decrease in car parking 
overall.

The Access Strategy should aim to:

•	 Promote the benefits of using 
public transport, cycling and 
walking as a means of getting to 
the beach; 

•	 Cater for visitors where the car is 
their best travel option;

•	 Spread the car parking load by 
directing traffic using advance 
fixed signage and variable 
message signs;

3.0 Strategies for the Seafront

•	 Maintain the number of car 
parking spaces;

•	 Identify designated passenger 
drop-off areas; and 

•	 Encourage parking at other 
designated locations.

Management of ferry and 
beach traffic will require careful 
implementation.  Visitors will be 
directed to available car parks 
by signage and smart-phone 
applications.  

Poole and Bournemouth railway 
stations are relatively nearby and 
connected via bus routes to the 
beach. The nearest railway stations 
are Branksome (1.4 miles) & Parkstone 
(2.0 miles) which are an option for 
users who wish to finish their journey 
by walking or cycling. 

A key difficulty for public transport 
provision is responding to the huge 
variations in demand, depending on 
weather, school holidays or events. 

Buses serve an important role for the 
beaches. Services 50 and 52 drop off 
passengers within walking distance 
of the beaches. An increase in bus 
services, especially to the eastern 
beaches, would enable growing 
demand to be met without the 
accompanying congestion.  

Walking to the beaches is popular, 
particularly by those living close 
by.  Whether walking from home or 
from a bus or car, the final approach 
routes clearly play an important role. 
Improved access on foot is principally 
related to improving signage and 
surfacing, easier gradients, and 
providing more options in locations 
such as Sandbanks and Branksome 
Chine.  In 2016, the National Coast 
Path will be introduced through 
Poole & Bournemouth.

Accessibility by all groups of society 
could be provided, by installing 
boardwalks from the promenade 
onto the beaches.

National cycle route 25 currently 
guides cyclists along the promenade 
but there is conflict with other users 
in July & August. Routes need to be 
provided slightly inland to overcome 
this.

To help support more cycle trips to 
the beaches, the Council could:

•	 Improve the routes to the beach, 
taking the least trafficked routes 
or providing clearly designated or 
off-carriageway solutions;

•	 Increase cycle parking;

•	 Introduce luggage lockers;

•	 Encourage cycle hire providers 
(subject to cycling restrictions 
along the promenade); and 

•	 Consider a ‘Tour’ of Poole which 
includes the promenade  and 
promotes cycling annually.
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Tourism, Branding, Marketing & 
Events Strategy

Promoting the seafront beaches 
of Poole would include addressing 
them as a whole, with something 
for everyone. Suggested character 
descriptors of each location which 
should not detract from their 
common appeal and collective 
strength are set out below:

•	 Sandbanks Beach - The Best 
Beach in Britain

•	 Shore Road - The Families Beach

•	 Flaghead Beach - Hut Life

•	 Canford Cliffs Beach - The Village 
Beach

•	 Branksome Beach - A Window on 
the Beaches

•	 Branksome Dene Beach - The 
Watersports Beach

Support for the British Beach Polo 
championships & Beach Volleyball 
should continue, but opportunities 
to attact other high profile events 
should also be explored.

Public Realm Strategy

Public realm in the context of the 
seafront includes:

•	 Pedestrian routes and spaces, 
including the promenade and 
disabled access;

•	 Lighting, signage & seating;

•	 Playspaces;

•	 Refuse/recycling bins;

•	 Hand and guard railings, and 
boundary enclosures;

•	 Safety equipment; and

•	 Public art.

Co-ordinated public realm 
improvements are required to 
accentuate each location’s special 
appeal. Experienced artists can be 
commissioned to contribute to the 
aesthetics of the seafront. Materials 
and design must be robust and 
suitable to salty seafront locations.  
Long term maintenance and 
whole life costs will be important 
considerations.

Accommodation Strategy

The provision of more 
accommodation close to the beach 
will increase the demand for food 
and drink outlets, stretching into the 
evenings.  

Additional beach huts which are 
capable of accommodating overnight 
sleeping could be provided.  These 
huts would be self-contained units 
used for short-term breaks. Each 
unit with its own power and heating 
could be used year round, sleep up 
to four people and include their own 
kitchenette and shower/toilet. 

Implementation of the SPD would 
involve the comprehensive delivery 
of all other strategies and plans.  
These strategies and plans, must also 
have regard to the priorities and the 
implementation of the SPD. 

Shoreline Management Plan

The Shoreline Management Plan 
defines the maintenance for the 
beaches and ‘Holds the Line’ for 
the next 0-50 years by maintaining 
the sea walls and replenishing the 
beaches. Coastal defences of the cliffs 
are also needed.  

Landscape Management Plan

The key objective is to protect and 
enhance the habitats of the seafront’s 
flora and fauna, while developing and 
modernising the seafront’s facilities.   

Woodland Management Plan

Conservation and preservation of the 
woodland areas and chines.
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•	 Principles plan – 
this diagrammatic plan conveys the 
structural elements for potential 
future change at each locality. The 
plan indicates the main pedestrian 
and vehicular routes, the location 
of car parking and key public realm, 
as well as an indication of the likely 
location of new (and existing) 
buildings.

•	 Illustrative Perspective – 
a visualisation showing how the 
location might look in 25 years. A 
guide mostly in terms of the scale 
and character of an area, rather than 
a detailed architectural solution.

The SPD is a set of ideas, initiatives 
and developments arranged across 
the beach environment. Each is 
designed to respond to the factors 
and strategies identified in the 
preceding sections but particularly to 
respond to the specific opportunities 
at each location.

The SPD sets out the 25 year vision, 
identifying a framework for potential 
delivery of managed improvements 
and change. 

The list of projects is not exhaustive 
but promotes opportunities for 
commercial investment whilst 
respecting the historic and natural 
environments of the beaches.  

4.0 Improving the Beaches 
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•	 A variety of food & drink options 
– to include a minimum of 
hot and cold snacks with ‘year 
round’ catering at Sandbanks 
Beach, Shore Road Beach and 
Branksome Beach.  

•	 Fire Hydrants Installation - to 
minimise damage to built and 
natural environment during 
heathland fire, where practical, 
installation of fire hydrants to be 
incorporated into buildings.

Operators will be expected to 
set up their own operational 
procedures to remove their 
own refuse and recycling; in 
agreement with Council officers.  

•	 Sustainable Transport Provision 
- installations of electric vehicle 
charger points.

•	 Lighting (in varied formats) – to 
help extend activity further into 
evenings and winter afternoons, 
to support commercial operators, 
and to make the beaches even 
safer, whilst at the same time 
respecting the value of darker 
areas (having regard to bats).

•	 Public safety signage - well-
designed and prominent without 
hindering the beach setting or 
key views.

•	 Beach access for all – through 
the addition or improvement of 
ramps, handrails, lighting, level 
thresholds and other measures.

•	 Core infrastructure (eg.
water, drainage, electricity) 
fit for purpose – as part of 
the beachwide investment in 
infrastructure.

•	 Blue Flag beach status - maintain 
status for all beaches. 

•	 Seating – Provide at regular 
intervals along the promenade 
and the approaches, including 
wind breaks and shade.

•	 Showers – on the promenade, 
and alongside changing space 
and lockers, in proportion to 
the anticipated demand at each 
location.

•	 Changing space – some large 
enough for families.

•	 Toilets – improved quality, 
reliability and accessibility.

•	 Underground Refuse Collection 
Installations - to increase 
capacity of refuse provision 
and to minimise collection 
occurrences.  

Improved Visitor Facilities
Each beach should have:

•	 A range of transport options 
– the ability to access each 
location by wheelchair, walking, 
cycling, bus or private vehicle 
(whilst accepting the practical 
topographical or spatial 
limitations in some cases).

•	 Cycle stands – stands in 
prominent positions. 

•	 Storage lockers – a variety of 
sizes, for cyclists and other users 
possibly allowing for watersports 
equipment, and tenures, 
including day and season 
timescales. 

•	 High quality public realm and 
signage – to help contribute 
to a pleasant, functional and 
memorable beach environment

•	 Waste & Recycling bins – 
designed and integrated into the 
public realm.
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4.1 Sandbanks Beach
The Best Beach in Britain 

Make more use of the pavilion at Sandbanks, 
with more places to eat and drink, varied 
beach huts styles, a water taxi and overnight 
accommodation close by.

Public Engagement

”

”
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Provision for a board walk connection 
between Banks Road and Sandbanks 
beach would facilitate further access 
for all. 

The promenade could be partly 
modified with timber boardwalks to 
create a softer transition to the sand 
and beach.  

Trees should be an integral part 
of the streetscape and form a 
landscaped setting for new buildings.  

Areas of soft landscape ecological 
habitats could be amalgamated 
to form larger areas of nature 
conservation and reinforced to 
prevent loss of biodiversity. In 
principle the area of new ecological 
habitat to be created is currently 
occupied by the crazy golf and 
triangular shaped putting green.   

Opportunities for leisure activites are 
encouraged, promoting tourism and 
economic growth.

Retaining provision for coach and bus 
parking on Banks Road is needed and 
facilities should be improved.  

A new water taxi service from Poole 
Quay could link to a new public 
landing stage on the north side of 
Banks Road, near the local centre.  

Provision for additional beach huts 
could be accommodated.  

A new equipped children’s play 
area is needed that uses materials 
appropriate to a seaside setting and 
that is low maintenance.

The 1928 Sandbanks Pavilion could 
be extended by a glazed light 
weight structure to act as a modern 
extension of its civic appearance.  
If proposed to be demolished, the 
merits of the replacement building 
/ uses must outweigh the Pavilion’s 
loss.

spaces. The existing shops on 
Banks Road could be reinforced by 
additional commercial units on the 
southern side of Banks Road, to act 
as ‘the local centre of Sandbanks 
community’.  

Positioned centrally to the site 
(utilising the existing vehicular in and 
out arrangements), could be a low 
rise decked car park, which would 
make efficient use of the site, freeing 
up land for potential development.  
Retaining or increasing the existing 
550 car parking spaces is essential 
and additional parking spaces may 
be required if there is commercial 
development. New provision will 
need to be designed to avoid 
queueing on the approaches.

The area of developable land on 
Sandbanks Recreation Ground is 
limited, however a facility capable 
of accommodating leisure activities 
would help create a focus for the area 
and extend the season.  

Sandbanks Beach has won more Blue 
flags than any other in Britain.

Opportunity exists at Sandbanks 
Beach to create a special destination, 
one that this location demands.  But 
any change must respect the historic 
origins and landscape character. The 
balance between buildings and open 
space must be carefully managed.

The structure of the area could be 
arranged with various activities and 
operators in a range of ‘cells’, with 
routes created between them. 

Any proposal must comply with the 
requirements of the Poole Borough 
Council Act 1986. Any structure or 
building on site must not exceed 14.5 
metres above ordnance datum at 
Newlyn.

A network of pedestrian paths could 
cross the area, with servicing and 
car parking within more peripheral 

Sandbanks Beach - The Best Beach in Britain 
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Landscape structure based around 
dunes

Two principal public spaces

Possibly retained trees

Beach huts and commercial activites

Retail outlets to reinforce local centre

Facilities capable of accommodating 
leisure activities (could be a single 
larger structure / enclosure fronting 
the shoreline)

Low rise decked pay & display car park 
designed with contemporary external 
finishes

Surface pay & display car parking

Better pedestrian routes from Beach 
to Harbour

Main vehicular access

Retained pay & display on street car 
parking

Light weight timber boardwalk 
pedestrian link through dunes, linking 
to Shore Road

Existing Bus Stops

Above: Development Principles for Sandbanks Beach, having regard to the Poole Borough Council Act 1986

1

3

2

4

1

1

2
2

2

3
4

Sandbanks could enjoy a reinstated sand dune landscape, within which buildings, car parking and outdoor activities 
are found. Smaller areas of Sites of Nature Conservation Interest (SNCI) could be amalgamated and added to the 
existing larger SNCI (to the north), to strengthen their importance, but provide a larger developable area.
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4.2 Shore Road
The Families Beach

I think some overnight accommodation is a 
good idea; I also like the idea of a water taxi 
from Poole Quay as that may well encourage 
more tourists to the beach. More benches 
on the promenade. Eating places would 
probably enhance the experience all along 
the promenade. More could be made of the 
entrance to Shore Road beachside. Providing 
toilets at frequent locations along the 
promenade would definitely be welcomed, 
especially as currently some don’t open in the 
winter!

Public Engagement

“

”
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Opportunities for the creation 
of coherent landscaping and 
public realm will be integral to the 
streetscape.

Consider the erection of a new 
landmark building of no more 
than 3 storeys in height at the 
junction of the promenade and the 
pedestrianised area of Shore Road. It 
should incorporate a cafe / restaurant, 
new beach office, refuse and 
recycling facilities / storage, ancillary 
stores, new toilet block and changing 
facilities.

Along the promenade towards 
Branksome, there could be 
new beach huts. High quality 
accommodation of this type would 
be attractive, especially to families or 
a younger customer base. 

Any layout of this area must better 
signal the footpaths back towards 
Chaddesley Glen whilst incorporating 
accessible gradients.

New development here should help 
maintain the open aspect to the rear 
of properties in Chaddesley Wood 
Road. Some additional height would 
be acceptable where this enables 
a better commercial operation and 
improves placemaking.

a narrow funnel and gateway to the 
beach with views to the sea and 
activities near the promenade. There 
is opportunity here for a landmark 
building and new public realm, to 
include shops, bars and kiosks, and 
potentially a top floor restaurant.

Capacity could be increased at 
Shore Road car park and some of the 
area above or at the front could be 
developed for private apartments, 
providing useful revenue as well as 
natural surveillance.  The disabled 
parking spaces would be retained.

Bus stops will be enhanced and 
additional cycle parking provided.

This site focuses on the beach end 
of Shore Road south of the junction 
with Banks Road, centred around the 
pedestrian approach to the beach 
and the small cluster of commercial 
outlets and public facilities there. The 
beach hinterland here is more built 
up than in any other location, and is 
relatively accessible.

Shore Road is important as it is the 
start of the promenade around Poole 
Bay. It is this continuous connection 
which binds it together with the sites 
to the east and separates it from 
Sandbanks to the west.

The bustle and business of Shore 
Road is a product of its accessibility 
and its existing facilities. It is within 

6.2 Shore Road - The Families Beach
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Better entrance signage / space

Shared pedestrian / vehicle approach

Multi-function public realm with 
extended promenade

Buildings to be 2/3 storey max; 
coherent mini-complex of public / 
private facilities; designed to include 
landmark element

Light weight timber boardwalk 
pedestrian link through dunes, linking 
to Sandbanks Beach

The headland where the cliffs end and 
the dunes begin, important landscape 
character area

Retained pay & display on street car 
parking 

Commercial retail/café/restaurant/bar 
unit(s)

New beach huts

Potential development of flats/ 
apartments (for lease) above retained 
car park or at the front.  Provision of a 
decked car park could be possible.

Harbour side coffee / ice cream kiosk

Frequent gaps between buildings to 
allow landscape views

1

3

4

Above: Development Principles for Shore Road Beach

2

1
2 2 2 2

3

4

The main structural elements of routes and destinations are largely in place at Shore Road. The principal challenges are 
in replacing tired beachfront buildings with a mini-complex around new public space, and comprising public realm 
and shared highway activities.
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Beach huts 
Existing 

buildings
Café / restaurant / bar, beach 

facilities and visitor centre

Above: Shore Road has the most urban context and is the bustling westerly start of the promenade. As such it could be marked in a suitably bold and significant 
way.  

Artist Impression
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4.3 Flaghead Beach
Hut Life

Overall I would wish for the facilities to be 
improved without removing the natural charm 
that currently exists. I would hope for an 
upgrade but I still want to recognise the beach.

Public Engagement

“

”
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huts, with provision of an additional 
12 huts could be accommodated. 

Public realm and integrated public art 
are important characteristics which 
should be sought.

Any structures should be no higher 
than 2 storeys and retain gaps 
between buildings to offer relief and 
views of the landscaped cliff beyond.

Protection and management of the 
woodland and areas of heathland will 
be needed.

Bus stops will be enhanced and 
additional cycle parking provided.

Flaghead Chine is a quiet route 
linking Haven Road to the beach 
east of Shore Road. This narrow and 
heavily wooded pedestrian lane 
squeezes between private plots 
and is easily missed at either end. It 
is the least significant section due 
to its limited size and lack of street 
presence.

A slender lane from Haven Road 
hidden in the chine leads to Flaghead 
Beach. It is quiet and private, unseen 
from the beaches either side.

By marking each end of the chine 
path with a proportionate public 
realm scheme more people will walk 
this route. At the foot of the chine 
people will be attracted to a relocated 
ice cream and snack kiosk, and a 
creative play area.

Flaghead Beach is however 
principally characterised by beach 
huts. This will continue and any 
opportunities should be taken 
to make a modest increase in the 
number of units available here.  
Retention of the existing 180 beach 

6.3 Flaghead Beach - Hut Life
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Better entrance signage / wayfinding 
(inc. at beach)

Focal public space including public 
and retail facilities

Infill beach huts and new kiosk

Existing bus stops

Above: Development principles for Flaghead Road Beach

Minor improvements at Flaghead Beach would include more beach huts and a new playspace overlooked by a new ice 
cream kiosk.
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4.4 Canford Cliffs Beach
The Village Beach

Much as I like nostalgia, the buildings at 
Canford Cliffs have not changed in my lifetime. 
It would be good to attract more families to 
underused areas with coffee bars rather than 
just the ice-cream kiosk. Make a feature of the 
footpath lighting through the trees in some of 
the darker chines to encourage people to use 
the beach areas more in the evenings. A cheap 
park and ride would improve access to the 
beach.

Public Engagement

“

”
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Preservation of the SNCI and the Site 
of Special Scientific Interest (SSSI) to 
the east will need be to undertaken 
and managed.  

Bus stops will be upgraded and 
waymarking will direct people to the 
beach. Additional cycle parking will 
be provided.  

New toilet provision should be 
accommodated somewhere along 
the promenade frontage.

such careful design will need to be 
considered.  

The quiet, family-focused ambience 
here makes it an ideal location for 
a few beach studios that could be 
secluded amongst the trees or front 
the promenade.

The focus of Canford Cliffs Beach 
should be around the art deco beach 
shelter, converted and extended 
to accommodate a café/restaurant, 
kiosk and toilets. A small public space 
here could include a proportionate 
timber deck, extending over the 
sand to allow for alfresco dining 
with a view, and mark the chine on 
this otherwise straight stretch of 
promenade.

Parking for this long stretch of beach 
is mostly on-street and opportunities 
should be taken to increase it where 
possible.  

Public realm and integrated public art 
are important characteristics which 
could be sought.

Canford Cliffs comprises extensive 
green areas of parkland, cliffs, village 
shops, services and houses away from 
the beach. This distance, and the 
lack of a car park, contributes to the 
quiet and local haven of this beach. 
Panoramic views of the sea from 
the cliff top and sea glimpses from 
the chine contribute to its unique 
character.

Footpaths through the wooded chine 
conceal views of the beach until the 
final approach. In this stretch the 
quaint timber beach huts provide an 
intimate, small scale family feel to the 
area.

Canford Cliffs Beach is a prime site for 
beach huts. Increasing the number 
by 152 beach huts by adding an 
extra storey to some blocks, or part 
of a block, could add to the overall 
stock whilst still conserving views 
through to the green cliffs behind.  
It is recognised that the effect of 
additional beach huts may cause 
potential shade to heathland in 
that area, which may or may not 
be supporting Sand Lizards. As 

6.4 Canford Cliffs Beach - The Village Beach
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Better entrance signage / wayfinding 
(including from shops)

Focal public space

Walking route improvements

Reinforcement of the chine landscape

All buildings to be 2 storey max

2nd level of promenade beach huts 
with frequent gaps

Overnight beach studios 

Extension / alteration of lifeguard 
station to create café / kiosk building

Existing bus stops

Frequent gaps between buildings to 
allow landscape views

Other factors:

•	 Toilets / facilities at promenade 
level

•	 Ecological / landscape 
management plan

•	 Lighting to promenade and chine

•	 No net loss of public open space 
land

1

Above: Development principles for Canford Cliffs Beach

1

1

Clearer routes to the promenade, from additional on street car parking, would increase access to this beach and help 
support better facilities and commercial outlets. Adding a second floor above some beach huts would increase the 
overall stock whilst providing views through gaps to the cliffs behind.
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Above: By restoring and extending the art deco building at the foot of the chine as a centrepiece, Canford Cliffs Beach can retain its period charm whilst 
providing updated facilities.

New beach huts over 
existing

Complex of buildings 
including café, kiosk, toilets 

and changing space

Artist Impression
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4.5 Branksome Beach
A Window on the Beaches

I like the idea of a sky café projecting beyond 
the cliff, improved transport links, more seating 
along the promenade and decent toilets.

Public Engagement

“
”
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the promenade. The existing car park 
will be retained for vehicle parking 
with some overflow provided at the 
retained Beach Road car park.

The Beach Road car park is an 
important high season car park 
but has plenty of spare capacity.  
Provision for new housing could be 
accommodated but retention of half 
the existing parking area, as public 
car parking, is needed. Loss of the 
remaining spaces will be mitigated 
elsewhere by making efficient use of 
existing car parks.

library facilities would need to be re-
provided within, or closer to, Canford 
Cliffs village.

Elsewhere along the beach, 
redevelopment and rationalisation 
can increase the overall number 
of beach huts, move toilets to 
promenade level and relocate kiosks.  

Retention of ecological areas offering 
important wildlife and fauna should 
be retained.

Provision for an additional 120 new 
build beach huts to the existing 254 
huts could be accommodated, but 
should be no higher than two storeys.  
Again impact of shading on the 
nearby protected heathland will need 
careful consideration.  

There is opportunity to provide 
additional food and drink and other 
retail outlets serving the beach and 
Pinecliff Road.

Facilitate a drop off / pick up 
point close to the beach. There is 
potential for new public realm on 

location can act as a primary gateway 
to the sand, the sea and the views.

Renovation and improving the 
historic Branksome Chine gardens 
provides the opportunity for a unique 
off road foot and cycle link through 
the gardens to the residential area of 
Penn Hill to the north.  

The height of the cliff and spread of 
vegetation combine with the curve 
of the cliffs to present an opportunity 
for panoramic views from a new 
café/restaurant projecting from 
Western Road car park. Subject to 
full technical reports and identified 
SNCI mitigation, this new Sky Café 
could be a truly iconic addition. 
Whether a destination restaurant or 
a family café, an elegant architectural 
and engineering solution would be 
required.

Redevelopment of the existing 
library site for flatted development 
with provision of new community 
facilities could be proposed subject 
to due consideration of the locally 
listed status of the building. The 

Branksome Chine is a showcase 
location for the beaches, with a wide 
chine, sea views, accessibility and 
frontage vehicular parking. 

The easy access and width of 
the chine means this location is 
strategically prominent on the coast.  
Branksome Chine is well-defined by 
steep ridges creating a framed view 
between land and sea. Biodiversity 
interest will be preserved in the SNCI 
designation along the back of the 
promenade. Branksome Chine should 
be pedestrian-dominated whilst 
still accommodating space for car 
parking.

Within the Branksome Park & Chine 
Gardens Conservation Area and on 
the edge of the promenade, are the 
popular Branksome Beach café in 
the former Solarium and the beach 
station (both buildings are locally 
listed). One or two more commercial 
outlets could be provided, as well 
as shops and a kiosk. The existing 
buildings could be refurbished and 
extended as required whilst retaining 
the key features of interest. This 

6.5 Branksome Beach - A Window on the Beaches
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Landscape connection from the chine 
to the beach

Multi-function public realm, with 
potential for events

Better pedestrian routes to / from 
Beach Road / Western Road car parking

Buildings to be 2/3 storey max; 
harmonious  with central café /
restaurant; to include public sundecks; 
to respect and reinforce alignment of 
chine

Potential redevelopment or 
regeneration of shop / toilets building 
for café/shops/toilets/changing/first 
aid/management/storage

Potential new building with shop/
stores/changing

Cliff edge ‘sky café’ adjoining Western 
Road car park

Conservation Area

Existing Bus stops

Frequent gaps between buildings to 
allow landscape views

Note:

Car parking at promenade retained 
within public realm

1

2

3

Above: Development principles for Branksome beach

1 2

3

Utilising the accessibility and ease of nearby car parking at Western Road and Beach Road car parks, enables 
Branksome Beach to be a sustainable alternative to Sandbanks Beach, in order to reduce congestion.  Improvements to 
the quality and quantity of food and drink outlets will meet increased demand.
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Above: New and refurbished buildings overlooking the beach and chine can become a showcase for activities during the year as well as in the peak season.

Existing 
building

Public space with car 
parking

Café / restaurant, shop units and 
visitor centre within developed 
and extended existing building

Artist Impression
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4.6 Branksome Dene Beach
The Watersports Beach

I like the idea of having a dedicated sports area. 
Also the idea of having a family pub / hotel, 
perhaps at Branksome Dene. Bringing more 
toilets down to beach level is very welcome, 
together with updated seating. Loved the 
thought of ‘on beach’ seating, just hope the 
charges aren’t too much. As for cabins in the 
clifftops – fantastic!

Public Engagement

“

”
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An additional 8 beach huts could 
be constructed, of which all 
could be capable of overnight 
accommodation.

Bus stops will be improved and the 
route to the beach signposted.  

The existing car park should be 
modifed to make better use of the 
site, whilst retaining a minimum of 
130 car parking spaces. 

Any new development may lead to 
a requirement for additional vehicle 
parking to be provided.  

Additional cycle parking will be 
provided to complement provision 
for bicycle hire and offered from the 
watersports hub, as an alternative 
mode of transport to access nearby 
beaches or Bournemouth, travelling 
along the promenade.

The seaward views from this location 
are panoramic and therefore the 
site has significant potential for 
investment. 

venue in an elevated position with 
an enlarged terrace and a handful 
of rooms for hire. It could include 
new changing space, toilets and 
showers. A kiosk could be located on 
a deck that projects over the sand in 
a similar style to the decks at Shore 
Beach and Canford Cliffs.   

Identified parts of the woodland 
of the Chine shall be managed 
and reinforced to retain or create 
ecological habitats.  Furthermore 
the woodland could be accessed 
via a tree top adventure experience, 
and watersports should be 
supported here (subject to approval 
of environmental reports and 
mitigation) with improved facilities 
and access. 

The beach area is the preferred 
location for a watersports hub to be 
built. Storage space for small craft 
and changing facilities for users 
could combine with training and 
teaching areas, as currently exists for 
the Branksome Chine Surf Life Saving 
Club. It is possible that it could be 
managed by a commercial operator.

Branksome Dene Chine is at the 
mouth of a green ravine bounded by 
private garden plots. There is mature 
woodland, car parking and the 
Council’s Community Room. Access 
is by a narrow drive through a car 
park leading from a quiet residential 
street.

This is an enclosed, sylvan bowl 
forming the most easterly chine. 
Woodland management, heathland 
and SNCI protection must be at 
the core of any future proposals to 
increase use. The site is also a Local 
Nature Reserve and on the eastern 
side of the entrance to the chine, the 
cliff is a SSSI.

There is significant opportunity to 
create a place / facilities that are 
in use all year round rather than 
seasonally or sporadically throughout 
the year.

Contribution towards a coherent 
landscape and public realm would 
enhance visual amenities.

Change here could include a new 
and larger community and leisure 

6.6 Branksome Dene Beach - The Watersports Beach
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Better entrance signage / space

Focal public space

Vehicle access improved by local 
widening

Greatly enhanced pedestrian routes, 
separate from road

Reveal chine landscape especially at 
promenade

Buildings to be 2/3 storey max; multi-
volume (rather than monolithic); 
designed to follow contours; recessive 
in scale and materials

Water sports facilitated with better 
promenade access, support facilities, 
storage space

Overnight beach studios

Ground and rope walks amongst trees

Community / Leisure building

Existing bus stops

Other factors:

•	 Ecological / landscape 
management plan

•	 Maximum car parking retained 
(including off season car parking)

•	 No net loss of public open space 
land

1

Above: Development principles for Branksome Dene Chine Beach

1

Revealing, restoring and celebrating the landscape is the key to change at Branksome Dene Beach. Whilst modest 
improvements can be made to access, both by car and on foot, this location will always be most memorable as a deep, 
green bowl behind a popular beach a short walk from Bournemouth.
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Above: Change at Branksome Dene Chine could include decluttering the landscape to reveal the chine and create platforms for new buildings and facilities.

New watersports hub with 
beach toilets / facilities and 

kiosk at promenade level
New community 

building
Tree top 

adventures

Landscape 
revealed at 

mouth of chine

Artist Impression
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5.0 Potential Leads

All development that requires planning permission will be subject to statutory consultation

Proposal - SANDBANKS BEACH Potential Lead by Whom Possible Funding Stream Notes

Creation of a new local centre, by erection 
of new commercial outlets and subsequent 
occupation.

Public / Private sector partnership. Public / Private Development proposals will need to take 
account of flood risk.  Supports and reinforces 
local community and economy.

Erection of a low rise decked car park. Local Authority. Public / Private External materials should be modern, light 
weight and appropriate to coastal setting - 
requiring little maintenance.  

Erection of a facility capable of 
accommodating leisure activities and / or 
events.

Public / Private sector partnership. Private finance. Flood risk and needs to be an asset to the area, 
capable of annual use.  

Use of 2 groynes to facilitate water taxis / 
buses.

Public / Private sector partnership. Public / Private The Groynes and adjacent water may not be 
owned by the Borough of Poole.  

Provision of additional beach huts. Public / Private sector partnership. Public / Private Maintenance needs to be considered.

Provision of new equipped children’s play 
area.

Local Authority. Public / Private Installations less than 4 metres in height are 
currently Permitted Development by Part 12 of 
the General Permitted Development Order. 

Extension of the Sandbanks Pavilion. Public / Private sector partnership. Private finance. Demolition of the Pavilion may be 
acceptable, subject to the merits of any 
replacement building(s) outweighing the loss 
of the heritage asset.

Provision of a board walk between Banks 
Road and Sandbanks Beaches.

Local Authority. Public / Private Maintenance needs to be considered.

Larger area of new landscaped ecological 
habitats to replace existing smaller areas.

Local Authority. Public / Private To be agreed by Dorset Wildlife Trust. 

New timber board walks between the 
promenade and the beach.

Local Authority. Public / Private Maintenance needs to be considered.

Erection of new commercial and retail 
outlets adjacent to the promenade.

Public / Private sector partnership. Private finance. Development proposals will need to take 
account of flood risk.
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All development that requires planning permission will be subject to statutory consultation

Proposal - SHORE ROAD BEACH Potential Lead by Whom Possible Funding Stream Notes

Erection of a 3 storey landmark building to 
accommodate shops, bars, kiosk and a top 
floor restaurant.

Public / Private sector partnership. Private finance. Development proposals will need to take 
account of flood risk.  

New public realm. Local Authority. CIL/ grant funding.  Issues with securing grant funding.

Erection of new apartments above the 
existing Shore Road car park.  

Private sector. Public / Private Creation of dead frontages to publicly 
accessible  areas must be avoided.

Provision for new additional beach huts. Local Authority. Public / Private Need to to check sites for TPOs and landscape 
designations.

Improved signage of footpaths. Local Authority. Public / Private Timescales.

Improved facilities of a cafe, restaurant, new 
beach office, refuse and recycling provision, 
new toilets and baby changing facilities.

Public / Private sector partnership. Public / Private Development proposals will need to take 
account of flood risk. 

Proposal - FLAGHEAD ROAD BEACH Potential Lead by Whom Possible Funding Stream Notes

Improve pedestrian signage either end of 
the Chine.

Local Authority. Capital Programme. Timescales.

Relocate ice cream and snack kiosk. Local Authority. Public / Private Timescales.

Create a new play area. Local Authority. Public / Private Installations less than 4 metres in height are 
currently Permitted Development by Part 12 of 
the General Permitted Development Order.

Additional beach huts. Local Authority. Public / Private Need to to check sites for TPOs and landscape 
designations.

Improve public realm. Local Authority. CIL/ grant funding. Issues with securing grant funding.

Management of woodland and areas of 
biodiversity.

Local Authority. Public / Private Consultation with Natural England and or 
Dorset Wildlife Trust will be needed.
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All development that requires planning permission will be subject to statutory consultation

Proposal - CANFORD CLIFFS BEACH Potential Lead by Whom Possible Funding Stream Notes

Additional beach huts. Local Authority. Public / Private Management of overnight beach huts will 
require careful consideration to avoid 
disturbance to nearby residents.

Convert and extend the former beach 
shelter to accommodate a cafe / restaurant, 
kiosk and toilets.

Public / Private sector partnership. Public / Private Development proposals will need to take 
account of flood risk.  

Erect a timber decked area to provide 
alfresco dining.

Public / Private sector partnership. Private finance.  On-going.

Improved public realm. Local Authority. CIL / grant funding.  Issues with securing grant funding.

Provision of on street car parking spaces in 
Esplanade and Cliff Drive.

Local Authority. Capital Programme. Need to balance with residents’ access.

New toilet provision somewhere along the 
promenade.

Local Authority. Public / Private Development proposals will need to take 
account of flood risk. 
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All development that requires planning permission will be subject to statutory consultation

Proposal - BRANKSOME BEACH Potential Lead by Whom Possible Funding Stream Notes

Refurbishment of the Branksome Chine 
Solarium to provide additional commerical 
outlet(s).

Public / Private sector partnership. Public / Private Demolition of the Solarium may be 
acceptable, subject to the merits of any 
replacement building(s) outweighing the loss 
of the heritage asset.

Refurbishment of the former beach station 
building to provide additional commerical 
outlet(s). 

Public / Private sector partnership. Public / Private Demolition of the beach station may be 
acceptable, subject to the merits of any 
replacement building(s) outweighing the loss 
of the heritage asset.

Erection of a building capable of a new cafe 
/ restaurant with panoramic views, on the 
land adjacent to the Western Road car park.

Public / Private sector partnership. Public / Private Impact on SCNI and public open space will 
need to be considered.  

Redevelopment and rationalisation of the 
beach huts, toilets and kiosk.

Local Authority. Public / Private Need to consider flood risk and EA 
requirements.

Improved public realm. Local Authority. CIL/ grant funding. Issues securing grant funding.

Management of ecological areas. Local Authority. Capital Programme. To be agreed with Dorset Wildlife Trust.

Erection of housing on part of the Beach 
Road car park.

Public / Private sector partnership. Private finance. Need to retain trees.

Provision of additional beach huts, 
maximum height of 2 storeys.

Local Authority. Council’s budget. Need to to check sites for TPOs and landscape 
designations.

Provide additional commercial outlets to 
provide food, drinks and retail appropriate 
to beach location.

Public / Private sector partnership. Public / Private Need to consider flood risk and EA 
requirements.

Change of use of the library to provide 
residential / commercial or alternative 
community uses.

Public / Private sector partnership Public / Private Demolition of the Library may be 
acceptable, subject to the merits of any 
replacement building(s) outweighing the loss 
of the heritage asset. Relocation of the library 
should be either within, or closer to, Canford 
Cliffs village. 

Provision of pick up / drop off bays close to 
the beach.

Local Authority. Capital Programme. Timescales.
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All development that requires planning permission will be subject to statutory consultation

Proposal - BRANKSOME  DENE BEACH Potential Lead by Whom Possible Funding Stream Notes

Create a coherent landscape with 
integrated public realm.

Local Authority. CIL/ grant funding. Timescale issues and uncertainty regarding 
grant funding.

Erect a replacement larger community and 
leisure building with elevated terrace and 
rooms for hire. 

Public / Private sector partnership. Public / Private Existing community building could be 
incorporated into any new build scheme or 
demolished if merits for doing so are sufficient.

Provision for new kiosks, changing facilities, 
toilets and showers.

Local Authority. Public / Private Need to consider flood risk and EA 
requirements.

Management of woodland and areas of 
biodiversity.

Local Authority. Capital Programme. Need to to check sites for TPOs and landscape 
designations.

Creation of tree top adventure experience. Private Sector. Private finance. Need to to check sites for TPOs and landscape 
designations.

Creation of a water sports hub, consisting of 
appropriate buildings, offices, storage and 
training facilities.

Public/ Private Sector partnership. Public / Private Need to consider flood risk and EA 
requirements.

Provision of additional beach huts. Local Authority. Public / Private Management of overnight beach huts 
will require careful consideration to avoid 
disturbance to nearby residents.

Modify existing car parking layout to make 
efficient use of space whilst retaining 
existing capacity.  

Local Authority. Capital Programme. Timescale / Priority.
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